[The surgical treatment of primary hyperparathyroidism: clinical experience].
The primitive hyperparathyroidism (PHPT) constitutes still cause of discussion both from the diagnostic point of view and from the therapeutic one although surgical successes are generally reported. Between the most important problems there is the increase of the HPT asymptomatic or oligosymptomatic patients with the decisional difficulties in the timing of the surgical treatment and the difficult framing of the HLP disease associated with MEA and the relating surgical failures. Besides some authors support an unilateral dissection of the neck in patients with adenoma diseases diagnosed before the intervention against the traditional address of a bilateral exploration. Our experience is based on 31 patients subjected to intervention of parathyroidectomy for primitive HPT: 26 carriers of adenomas, of which 1 double, and 5 of diffused hyperplasia. We have effected 25 simple parathyroidectomy for adenoma, 1 resection of three parathyroid glands for double adenoma, 2 subtotal parathyroidectomy (7/8) for diffused hyperplasia. 2 patients had new surgical treatment for persistent hypercalcemia, and they were respectively carriers: 1 of a second ectopic adenoma and 1 of asymmetrical hyperplasia; 2 patients finally, operated in other hospitals had a second exploration and they were affected from MLP. In 26 patients we had very good results, in 2 persistence of hypercalcemia (patients who had a second look) and 3 hypocalcemia.